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'Neath the shady trees
The couples sit upon the grass;
And all nature seems to invite
That awful deed, to "cut" a class.
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There may perhaps in such a scene
A recollection be
Of days I hal have as happy been
A s any we may see.
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A nd here's our building
Among the trees
Out comes our grades
In goes our fees.
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Up the steps to knowledge}
The students daily toil}
}Tis true the Toad to learning
Ii anything but royal.
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TO PROFESSOR

J.

S. LANDERS,

We, The Associated Students of New Mexico University, dedicate this, The Nineteen Hundred TwentyOne Edition of The Mirage. It would be a voluminous
task to delineate all the reasons why we dedicate this
book to him. If you wish to read the reasons, search
deeply within the heart of every student of this insti!lilian. There they are indelibly eng raven in letters of
gold.
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Faculty
DAVID SPENCE HILI" Ph. D., L. L. D.; Phi Delta Kappa; Phi Kappa Phi
President of the University

CHARLES E. HODGIN, B. Pd.; Phi Kappa Phi
Vice-President and Professor of Education

JOHN D. CLARK, M. S., Ph. D.; Kappa Sigma; Alpha Chi Sigma; Phi
Lambda-Upsilon; Sigma Xi; Phi Kappa Phi
Dean of Graduate School and Professor of Chemistry

LYNN BOAL 1IITC~LL, Ph. D.; Phi Beta Kappa; Phi Kappa Phi
Dean of College of Arts, Philosophy and Sciences and Professor of Classics

THOMAS EYRE, B. S.; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Kappa Phi
Acting Dean of College of Engineering and Professor of Practical Mechanics
r
ASA O. WEE E, 11. A.; Sigma Xi; Phi Kappa Phi
Professor of Biology and Acting Director of Department of Hygiene

RAY HAWKINS KIRK, B. A.
Executive Assistant and Registrar
JOSEPHINE PARSONS, B. A.
Financial Secretary

ETHEL HICKEY, B. A.
Professor of English Literature

LEWIS BURTON HESSLER, Ph. D.; Phi Eta; Phi Kappa Phi
Professor of English and Head of Department

JOSEPH S. LUiDERS, A. :\1.; Phi Beta Kappa; Phi Kappa Phi
Professor of Psychology and Philosophy

CHARJ_ES A. BARNHART, A.

~L;

Phi Kappa Phi

Professor of II!athematics

ROBERT \Y. ELLIS, A.

~1.;

Sigma Xi; Phi Kappa Phi

ProfesJOr of Geology

FREDERICK FEASEL,

~1.

A.

Assistant Professor of Economics and Business Administration

HARRY L. DOUGHERTY, B. S.
Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering

CHARLES EDWARD CAREY, B. S., E. E.
Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering

CHARLES FLORUS COAN, Ph. D.; Phi Kappa Phi
Associate Profess01' of Hist01'Y and Political Science

HANNIBAL IBARRA, Bachiller de CC. LL., LL. B.,

J.

D.

Assistant Professor of Romance Languages
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Faculty
ROBERT SPENCER ROCKWOOD, B. S., ~I. S.

Professor of Physics
JOHN LUKKEN, B.

S.,

B. ~I.

Professor of Music
EDNA ~10SHER, B. S., Ph. D.

A cting Professor of Biology and General Supervisor of Women
~,IRS. \VAT~TER SIMPSOl\

Professor of Howe Economics and Supervisor of Dilling Hall
~IYRTLE GREEIUJEW, B.

., ~I. A.; Phi
Bacteriologist

Beta Kappa; Sigma Xi

Roy vVn,LIAl\l JOHNSON, B. S.

III charge of Physical Education for llfell
~lRs. I\lINNIE

V. W ITTl\lEYER,

Chi Omega

In charge of Physical Education for Women and Supervisor of WomeilS'
Residential Hal!
WILMA Loy SHEl~TON, B. S., B.

1.

S.

Librar'ian and Assistant Professor of Library Science
~lRs. D. W. FA'"

Illstructor in Piano
LOUISE l\ ICHOLS
Instructor ,in Piano
JONATHAN SHARP

Meteorological Observer
EDNA Roy, B. A.
Instructor in Home Economics
WENONAH DIXOl\

A ssistant in Chemistry
EDWARD LIGHTON

Laboratory Assistant in Chemistry
lVIAYME BURNETTE HART

First Assistant Librarian
EVELYN FRISBIE, ~I. D.

Medical Advisor of Women
GILLETTE CORNISH, JR.,

M.

D.

Medical Advisor of Men

A. ELLER, D.
Dental Advisor

CHARLES
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Classes
Page

Seniors

12

Juniors -------------------------------------------------23
Sophomores - -- - - - - - - - - --'-- - - - - - -- -- - - -- -- -- -- -25
Freshmen -------------------:--------------------------27
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F LETCHER SHORT
Alpha Delta
President of Senior Class 1920-2 I
Assistant in C. E. Department 1917-18
1920-2 I

,\.'\11'1\ OSUNA
Secretary and Treasurer Spanish Club,
'18, '19, '20

President El Circulo Espanol, '20, '21
Plays"Up in the Air"
"Las Salteranas"
Chorus, '18, '19, '20
Student instructor in Department of
Language Spanish
Y. \\T. C. A., '18, '19, '20, '21
Art Department of l\'Iirage, '21
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DOROTHY 1\LI\IIRA CRAWFORD
Y. w. C. A. Cabinet 1920-1921
Guard Dormitory basket ball team
192C-192 I

Spanish Club 1920-1921
Transferred Oklahoma 1\. & I\1. College

ALF RED I\IASTEN
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HELEN ESTHER GOETZ
l\Iember of Dramapc Club '18-'19,
'19-'20
Plays"Spreading the Ne\ys," 1919
"Up in the Air," 1918
Chorus '17-'18, '19-'20
Secretary of Y. W. C. A. Cabinet 191919 20
Vice-President Senior Class, 1920-1921

CL!\IR ALLISON FETZER
Pi Kappa Alpha
President Engineering Society, '20
Assistant in Ci\'il Engineering, '20
A. A. E.
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JOSEPH M. ELDODT
Secretary Student Body, 1917
Alpha Delta
American Chemical Society

KATHERINE SHOTWELL
Alpha Delta Pi
EI Circulo Espanol
Dramatic Club
Play"Spreading the ews"
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
Vice-President of Junior Class,

'20
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CHAL~IERS

BOWER

Pi Kappa Alpha

E. GRACE PETERSON
Transferred from Midland College
Y. W. C. A.
Editor of Senior Weekly
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SCRUGGS

Alpha Delta
Secretary-Treasurer Rifle Club, '18-'19
l\Ianager Weekly, '18-'19, '19-'20
Secretary-Treasurer Student Body, ,18'19
Secretary Y. M. C. A., '18-'19
President Student Body, '20-'21
Student Council, '18-'19, '20-'21

WENOI AH DIXON
Phi Mu
Assistant in Chemistry Department,
'20-'21
Mirage'19-'20
Secretary Dramatic Club, '20
Chorus, '19-'20
Plays"Six Who Pass While the Lentils
Boil"
"Up in the Air"
"Cabarabian Nights"
'''La Sillita"

p age s eve n tee 11

REGINALD S. CRAIG
Alpha Delta
Football '13, '16, '19, '20
N. 11. Club
Class Secretary '17-'18
Secretary Rifle Club '17-'18
1Ianager Tennis Club' 17-'18
Musical Comedy '17-'18
1Iember Athletic Council '19-'20
President of Class' 19-20
Secretary
N. 11. Society of Engll1eers '19-'20
.

FRANK OVERSTREET
Spanish Club 1917-1918
Tennis Club 1917-1918
Coyote Club
Vice-President of the University Y. 11.
C. A., 1918-1919
Student Member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers (A.!. E.
E.) 1919-1920
.
Charter 'Iember of "The Knights of
St. Patrick," 1919-1920
Vice-President of the Coyote Club
1920- 192 1
Student J\Iember of the American Association of Engineers (A. A. E.), 192019 21
Substitute 1Ieteorological Observer
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IRENE DAVIS
Phi Mu
Chorus 1917-1918
Basketball 1917-1918
Vice-President Y. W. C. A. 1917

SAl\IUEL ROSENBACH
American Institute of Electrical Engllleers
Treasurer of U. N. 1\1. Engineering
Society'19-'20
President of U. N. M. Chapter of the
American Association of Engineers '20-'2 I
Student Council '20-'21
Assistant in Physics and Electrical Engineering '19-'20, '20-'21
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FRANK GUY HESLET
Chorus, '17
Play"Up in the Air"
lVlale Octette, '20-'2 I
EI Circulo Espanol, '20

MAYME BURNETTE HART
Alpha Chi
Student Assistant Librarian 1916- 192 I
Soph. Rep. Woman's Gov't Council,
19 18

Junior Representative on Woman's
Gov't. Council, 1919
Junior Rep. Student Council, 1919
Student Volunteer delegate to Des
Moines, 1920
Secy-Treas. Student Body, 1920-1921
Secy. Senior Class, 1920-1921
y. W. C. A. Cabinet, 1920-1921
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Junior Class
Albers, Robert J.
Booker, Herald
Breeden, Beulah
Caldwell, Charles
Calkins, Thomas
Cameron, Eleanor
Cassidy, Morley F.
Davis, R. W.
Fairly, Nora
Foraker, Burch
Georges, Frank
Gould, Ralf
Greenleaf, Frank
Guley, Blanche
Harmon, Oscar
Hernandez, Ralph
Hittson, Charles
Hopewell, Robert
Howden, Douglas
Huffine, Clarence
J ahn, Violet
Lighton, Edward

•

Lindsey, Helen
l\layne, Norman
l\IcDowell, Katherine
Meyers, J olm
Miller, Victor
Neher, Frank
Ogg, Frank
Osuna, Aurelia
Perez, Tonchita
Sampson, George
Sands, Mary K.
Sharp, Jonathan
Smith, Evangeline
Stephenson, Dorothy
Ward, J. S.
Weisenbach, Estelle
White, George
Wicklund, Irene
Wilfley, Vernon
Wilson, Clyda
Zimmerman, Ruth
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Sophomore Class
Bernhardt, Clifford
Barton, Belle
Berger, \Valter
Brooks, Ralph
Brown, Arthur
Bryan, George
Burton, Lorena
Cameron, Dorothy
Cartwright, Robert
Cassidy, frank
Collins, \\"illiam
Colwell, D. E.
Dykes, Elsie Ruth
faw, Howell
Fee, Irene
Ferguson, :\Iaxwell
Fernstrom, John
Gass, Kenneth
Gerpheide, Louis
Gott, :\Iargaret
Graham, Hugh
Grigsby, Gwyndolyn
Hamm, Atha
Hardeman, T\Iargaret
Hayes, John Pope
Hess, Nelle
Hillyer, Edna
Horgan, Edward

Jackson, Helene
i\Iartin, George
:t\Iasten, Julia
?\Iiller, Floyd
Morgan, Edward
:t\Ion-is, Cola R.
:t\IacArthur, Helen
i\IcClure, Dwight
:\fcIlvain, Helen
i\Ic:\Iullin, l\Iary
Nelson, Helen
~ewcomer, Albert
O'Hara, Florence
Pearce, Cullen
Roy, William
Russell, Dora
Sain, Floryda
Scheibe, :t\Iiriam
Schultz, Ilse
Shaw, Helen
Sherwood, Leona
Stinnett, Marion
Stowell, Helen
Swinney, James
Travis, Ada Belle
Ward, Walter
Wilkinson, Kenneth
Witten, O. B.
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Freshman Class
Allard, Dorothy
Angle, Richard
Bacon, William
Beckman, Gail
Bevan, Bruce
Bramlett, Forrest T.
Brandebury, Harold
Brooks, Ralph
Bryan, Elmer
Bursey, Joe
Chancellor, }'Iargaret
CIeaYeland, Loraine
Conner, Isabel
Conner, Robert
Cooper, Cecil
Crawford, ::\IalTin
Dansfelser, Lee
Dearing, Catherine
Dixon, Laurence
Dougherty, Ruth
Dow, Laurence
Elder, James K.
Espinosa, Pepita
Fleischer, Juliet
Gerhardt, Emma
Gerpheide, Bennie
Gilbert, Walter
Gilliam, Samuel
Gilmore, John
Giomi, John
Hale, William
Hand, Edna
Hanger, Bruce
Harrington, Jessie
Harris, Jackson
Heflin, Ruth
Herby, Vera

Hernandez, Walter
Hesselden, Louis
Hill, Elizabeth
Hite, George
Huffstetler, Irl
Hughes, Thomas
Kiech, Veon
Long, Menefee
Lovitt, Lawrence
Luckey, Neva
:;\Iaharam, Edythe
::\Iize, ::\Iary
::\Ioore, Horace
::\Iorris, Hazel
::\Iorrissette, Betty
::\Iosher, Edith
::\IcGuire, Mary Lou
::\IcKechnie, Ian
Parsons, Clarissa
Ree'"e, Frank
Rogers, Frances
Roslington, Wilbur
Savage, George
Scoopm ire, Vance
Sganzini, Wm. J.
Sheldon, Arthur
Skeel, George
Snyder, Dale
Stern, Arthur
Stofer, \\'illard
Tully, Susan
Van Gieson, Helen
\Vagner, Dorothy
Wagner, Fred
\Yait, Dean
Wall,er }'Iyrle
Wilson, 1Iarshall
\\'oed, Mary
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Associated Students
State University of New Mexico
J.

:1\1.

President

SCRUGGS-

Vice-President

WILMA SNYDERMAYME

HART

FLETCHER SHORT

Secretary- Treasurer
ARTHUR BROWN

SAMUEL ROSENBACH

WALTER WARD

CHARLES CALDWELL

RICHARD ANGLE

ROBERT HOPEWELL

The Student Council is the governing body of the students
and as it is fairly representative, choosing two of its members
from each class except the Freshman class, it accomplishes quite
a few worth while tasks.
Its meetings are held on the first and third Wednesdays of
each mcnth, at fcur o'clcck, in the Seminar Room.

page thirty-one

Weekly Staff
George S. Bryan

Editor

Howell S. Faw

Business Manager

John F ernstrom

Assistant Editor

Norman Mayne

Assistant Editor

Herald BookeL

Athletic Director

George B. Martin

Feature Editor

Loraine Cleaveland

Exchange Editor

George Savage

Locals Editor

Edythe Maharam

Society Editor

Walter GilbertF red Wagner

Reporter

.

Reporter

Thomas Calkins-

Reporter
I

THE PANHELLENIC ASSOCIATION
The Women's Panhellenic Association is an organization
formed in order to create a better inter-fraternal spirit, and to
better inter-fraternity relations. Rush rules and rules in regard to
pledging arc made by Panhellenic, and thus fraternity life is regulated. The offices are held by rotation in the order of founding
of each fraternity.
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Mirage Staff
Dorothy Stephenson
l\Iary SandsCharles CaldwelL

E ditor-in-C hie!
A ssistant Editor
Business Manager

Thomas Hughes-

Asst. Bus. Manager

Bruce HangeL

Asst. Bus. Manager

l\Iarshall Wilson
George Savage

Photograph Editor
Circulation Manager

John Giomi

Art Editor

Helen N elson

A ctivities

John F ernstrom

Snap Shots

Norman Mayne

Sports

Wenonah Dixon

Calendar

Ed ythe Maha ranL

Society

Hugh Grabam

-J okes

GRATEFUL ACKNOWLEDGl\IENT:
Anita Osuna
Helene Jackson
Thomas Calkins

George White
Samuel Rosenbach
Ed Horgan
George Skeel
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AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION ~ ENGINEERS

~~.~ ~(~~ ~~.=====
UNIVERSITY

"';.

NEw MEXICO

CHAPTER
ESlab/ishrd, Deccmber

II, I920

OBJECTS.-To raise the standard of ethics of the Engineering
Profession and to promote the economic and social welfare of
Engineers.
OfFICERS

President

SAM UEL ROSEN BACH
EDWARD LIGHTON

V ice-President

HERALD BOOKER

SeCrell,ry

\'ICTOR ::\IILLER

Treasurer

FAC LTY .\lE.\1BERS
PROF. C. E. CAREY

DEA!\ T. T. EYRE
STUDE~T

Blom, H. E.
Booker, H. H.
Bower, C. H.
Brandebury, H. E.
Brooks, R. S.
Brown, A. f.
Bryan, E. L.
Colwell, D. E.
Cooper, C.
1.
Craig, R. S.
Davis, R. W.
Dixon, L. G.
Dow, W. L.

l\IEl\IBERS

Dungan, C. A.
fetzer, C. A.
Georges, F. J.
Gilbert, \Y. B.
Gilliam, S. H.
Gilmore, J. Y.
Greenleaf, f. O.
Heacock, W. O.
Huffine, C. D.
Huffstetler, 1.
Lighton, E. W.
Long, l\1.
i\ liller, V.

McKechnie, 1. C.
Overstreet, F. A.
Pearce, C. T.
Rosenbach, S.
Sharp, J.
Short, f. L.
Stofer, W. E.
Swinney, J. B.
Wilfler, V. B.
Wilkinson, K.
Wilson, W. l\1.
Witten, O. B.
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y W C. A. Cabinet
Pres ide11t

:.. 1ARY SAN DS

Vice-President

?\1ARGARET HARDEJ\L\l\"
HELEN SUA \V

Secretary- Treasurer

l\1AYME HART

Program Chairman
SociaL Chairman

HELEN ?\1ACARTHUIL

1· inance Chairman

DOROTHY CRAWFORD

PubLicity Chairman

KATHERINE SHOTWELL
:"1IRIAJ\1 SCHEIBL

Undergraduate

Representati~'e

AD\'ISORY BOARD
MRS. R. S. ROCKWOOD, Chairman
?\1rs. 1. B_ Hessler
:"1iss Edna l\1osher
:"1rs_ C. E. Hodgin
:"1rs. R. W. Ellis
Mrs. D. S. Hill
::\1iss E. Rose
"The purpose of the Association is to unite the women of the ni,-ersity In
loyalty to Jesus Christ, to lead them to accept Him as their personal Savior, to
build them up in the knowledge of Christ, especially through Bible study and
Christian service-that their character and conduct mav be consonant with their
belief."
.
The Y. W. C. A. started off this year ,Yitll a lively co-ed dance, which was a
great success in becoming better acquainted and increasing the Y. membership.
The dance \I-as followed by a membership dri"e and the impressive recognition
service for the new members. Y. meetings have been held regularly on Wednesdays at 12: 30 in the Hokona parlor. These have been very helpful as well as entertaining to an interested group of girls. There have also been regular meetings
of the cabinet on each Tuesday evening.
A very Deautiful Christmas \'esper service was gi"en in Rodey Hall just
before the holidays, which was one of the big things the Y. did this year in the line
of de"oticnal services. Ancther pretty service was the Easter :"1orning \Vatch, led
by J\1rs. Rockwood, chairman of the Advisory Board.
A series of "stunt" panies haye been planned for this spring, each committee
giving a party in its turn.
I'\ext year's plans include the Big Sister moyement, which will be started this
summer and will be in full swing when school opens in the Fall. A Y. W. rest room
will also be a great help to the association. We hope to have the room furnished
and ready for use this spring. At present the Y. membership numbers fifty-eight.
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Koyotes
Pack Leader

1IARION STINNETT

Lieutellallt Leader

FR.-\NK OVERSTREET

PACK COUJ\CIL
Alfred Masten
Ceo. B. ~Iartin
Frank Greenleaf
By means of their weird braying and oaken paddles the
Koyotes have kept e\"eryone on the Hill aware of the fact that
the Koyote Klub-one of the oldest organizations at the University-is still in existence.
One of the most delightful affairs of the year was the annual
Kapers of the Koyote Klub gi\·en on Friday, the thirteenth of
February. Although the date was unauspicious, the party was a
huge success. The Kapers \\"ere kut at the \Voman's Club. The
programs were printed in green with red tassels, the Koyote Kolors, and each program bore an appropriate \"erse.
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Euqreuqubla
LEONA
~ORA

SHERWOOD
FAIRLY

FRANCES

ROGERS

President
Secretary
Treasurer

Euqreuqubla this year, has meant more to the dormitory
girls than ever before, due to the fact that it has been permanently
organized as a dormitory club. While the new organization has
not abandoned the original purpose of the club-namely, the midnight prowlings and proceedings of the mysterious Euqreuqubla
band and the initiation of all inmates of Hokona, it has taken on a
new and stronger purpose and has taken an active interest in all
affairs on the hill as an organization.
On November thirteenth the girls of Hokona entertained the
boys of Kwataka at a delightful party in the girls' gymnasium.
This proved to be an incentive for another affair which was given
in the form of a '-alentine dance. Hokona has held open house
twice this year-once for the people of Albuquerque and once for
the students and faculty of the Cniversity.
The girls of the dormitory also proved their ability along athletic lines when they carried off the cup in the Basket Ball tournament, which was held in the winter.

page
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University Women

s Glee Club

Second Soprano
Clarissa Parsons
Margaret Gott
Emma Gerhardt
Vera Herby
Helen Stowell

Fint Soprano
Evangeline Smith
Ruth Dougherty
Ruth Zimmerman
J\Iargaret Hardeman
Wenonah Dixon
Ruth Heflin

Alto
Marv Sands
Ada 'B, Travis
1. Wicklund
Neva Luckey

University Men's Glee Club
Tenor
Guy Heslet
Tom Calkins

Second Tenor
Prof. Rockwood
George Hite

Violins
Dorothy Cameron
Edna Hillyer
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Baritone
Howell Faw
John Lukken

Bass
Prof. Carey
R, Johnson
Director

John Lukken
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UN.M.
The U. N. f\I. Club is an association of the athletic letter men
organized to promote greater U. N. i\I. spirit. Both alumni and
under-graduate letter men are eligible for membership.
OFFICERS

President

CHARLES LEMBKL
RAY

1\ IcCAt\ t\ A

Vice-President

BR veE-

Secreta ry

ALLEN

El Circulo Espanol
Ani ta Osu naRoy

GilberL

l;

~
~~~~~~k~~~

Pres ident
Vice-President

Tonch ita Perez

Secretary

Pepita Espinosa.

Treasurer

EI Circulo Espanol, the Spanish Club of the University of
New l\lexico, was organized for the purpose of furthering the interest of the students of Spanish in the Spanish language and its
importance and possibilities at the present time; to acquaint them
with Spanish custcms and ideals and to bring the members of the
club tegether in informal meetings to discuss matters of general
interest and to haye a goed time.
The Club is composed of all students in the University who
are interested in the Spanish language. Regular meetings consist
of a prep"red program and general discussions by the students,
follom::d by a social hour and refreshments. The members feel
that a great deal of benefit as 'Yell as enjoyment has been derived
from the meetings in the past and further gatherings are anticipated ,yith much pleasure.
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Debating Schedule, 1921
The first debate of the season was held at }.IIesilla Park, New
Mexico, between the University of New Mexico and the I\ew
Mexico Aggies. The question ,,'as "Resolved that the United
States should subsidize the Merchant ~Iarine." U. X 11. upheld
the affirmative side, and although our debaters \yere \yell prepared, and their arguments good, they lost to the Aggies.
The second debate was held in Rodey Hall between The
University of Southern California and the University of New
Mexico. We upheld the affirmative side of the question, "Resolved that the President of the United States Should be Elected
by Direct Primary." This was also lost to U. S. C.
The season closed \"ith a trip to Arizona, where \\'e debated
the University of Arizona at Tucson. The question \"as the same
as in the debate \\,ith the Uni\'ersity of Southern California, and
the affirmative side was taken by U. ="J, .\'1. The University of
Arizona was the winner in this. Even though the season has not
been successful in that we have failed to win, nevertheless a great
step forward has been taken this year in the debating department,

page forty-four

ts.

Coach Johnson comes to us
from the Uni\-ersity of :\Iichigan, where his record as an
athlete is unexcelled. His first
Year at the Cniversity of New
:'Iexico is one of achievement
and the school is justly proud
of its record. We feel that
athletics are on a strong footing under Coach Johnson_

/

C().\CIl

Roy

JOH:\SOX

1920 Foot Ball Schedule
y-C.olorado College
3o---Fort Bliss6-Texas :..Iiners1\OY.
I
J-~_ 1\1. :"1. L
::-\OY.
zo---Arizona
No\".
1\0\-_ zS-N. :"1. AggiesOct.
Oct.
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U. N. M. 3-----at Colorado Springs
at Albuquerque
C. K I\1. J2C. :\. :"1. 67--------at Albuquerque
U. :\. 1\1. 9--------at Albuquerque
U. N. 1\1. 7-------------at Tucson
U. I\. M. 7----------at Las Cruces

BRYAX \,"as a most
successful
manager
and brought the team
through with an excellent record.

MANN, Captain and
Quarterback, was all
Southwestern
Halfback. As broad as
he is high. A remarkable combination of
speed, aggressiveness,
and dependability.

eRA. T

1 I.o\N N, Captain

GEORGE BRYAX, Ala?lOger

The Season of 1920
At the close of the 1920 football season U. . M. rooters were
able to look over the performance of their team with considerable
pride. It was in many respects a successful season for the Cherry
and Silver. The team was severely handicapped because of injuries, but in spite of this fact they won half of their games and out
pointed their opponents for the season.
The first game of the season was lost to strong and heavy
Colorado College team and the squad was badly crippled. With
several weeks to recuperate the team came back and won the next
three games, defeating the Fort Bliss team, the Texas School of
Mines, and the New l\lexico l\filitary Institute decisively. Prospects for the most sLiccessful season looked bright at this time.
In the Arizona game \~'ith the score 7 to 0 at the end of the
first half, injuries so weakened the team that the game was lost.
Five days later the weakened team was defeated by the Aggies.
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D"'IGHT r.rcCL\;RE,

Tackle

All South\l"estern Tackle,
Captain elect. The preceding facts tell the story and
it is unnecessarv to Sil'y"
that :'Iac delivers 'the goods.

fRAN K GREEN LEAF,

Guard

All Southwestern Guard.
pounds and hard to get
around.

200

LOUIS GERPllEIDE,

Fullback

Head" and cool. A consistent ground gainer thro'
the line and around the end.
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STEWART ~IACi\RTHUR) Eud

"Scotty" was always on
the job, and proved himself
a hero when he grabbed the
pass and took the O'ame
from the Institute.

Tae/de
Small, but fortunately
gifted with a mean disposition, which meant battle to
his opponents.
HERALD BOOKER)

BYRD \YITTE,,)

Cenler

O. B. must ha\'e learned
his football tactics in Juarez
or some of those places
where fight is the order of
the da\'. Battle was O. B.'s
middl; name.
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REX CRAIG, Guard
It took four years for

Rex to make the Varsity but
he delivered four years of
man eating foot b~ll when
he finally got located on the
job.
BE
GERPHElDE, ElId
Bennie, in his first year,
made the seccnd all Southwestern.
Fast, tall, and
rangy, he was instrumental
in wrecking man~' enemy
offensi \"es.
I

VERNON VVILFLEY, End
Although Wilfley was an
end, he was used in almost
all the games as utility man,
shifting into yarious places
in the line and always making good .

•
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CHESTER Dt.;lI:XIGAX,

Tac1?le

Chet, short and hea,,~',
was a rock of Gibraltar on
the defense, consistently
spoiling the plans of our
cpponents.

Guard
Particularly strong on
the defense, could be counted cn to tea r open the holes.
CL'LLE" PE.-\RCE,

.\11 I.I.ER, QuaI'l erbacl<
Floyd got his chance at
the end of the se3.son and
prO\'cd himself to b~ as
craft,· as a fox and a real
bo-ene;'al .
FLOYD
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WM. SCANZINI, Halfbac!"
Skinny was in the play
up to his neck every time
he was fortunate enough to
get in, being badly handicapped because of an injured ankle.
TOM CALKINS,

Halfbac/.:

Tom had little opportunity to show his metal
until the last of the season,
when he distinguished himself against Arizona and the
Aggies.
RALPH HERNANDEZ,

Tac!de

Ralph is an experienced
player, a good linesman on
the offense as well as the
defense.
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\VALTER HERNANDEZ,

Halfback

In his first year of the
gam e Walter developed
from a green but willing
plunger to a dependable
backfield man.

LOUIS HESSELDINE

\Ye regret very much not
having Hesseldine's picture.
Louie is a veteran, hardhitting and a stone wall on
the defense.

nlo.
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Interfraterni~yBasket

Ball Champions

..

SIG:-'IA CHI TEA:-'I
Interfraternity Basketball Standings

Won Lost Percent
1000
Sigma Chi --------------------------------3
a
Alpha Delta
2
1
666
Pi Kappa Alpha
1
2
333
Ind~pendents
0
3
000
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Intersorority Basket Ball Champions

DOR1IITORY TEA1I
Intersority Basketball Standings

Won Lost Percent
0
1000
Dormitory ----------- ---- ------------ -----4
Kappa Kappa Gamma
1
1
500
Alpha Chi Omega
1
2
333
Phi 1fu
1
2
333
Alpha Delta Pi
1
2
333
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Alpha Chi Omega
Founded De Paw;(' [1livcrsi!y. Crc('11castlc, Ind., Ocl. 15, 1885

COLORS

FLO\\'ER

Scarlet and Oli\'e

Red Carnation

Alpha Gamma Chapter Established, t·ni\'. of ): ..\I., June 9. 191

ACTI\'E :-IE:-'IBERS
Dorothy Ste\'enson
:-Iayme Hart
Clyda Wilson
Florence O'Hara
Helen Lindse~'

Helen :-lcIh'ain
:-la ry :-lize
p,Iiriam Scheibe
Juliet Fleischer
Edna Hillyer
PLEDGES

Jessie Harrington

Helene Jackson
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Alpha Delta Pi
F01l'r.d£d Wesleyan College, Macon, Ga., May 15, 1858

COLORS

FLOWER

Blue and White

Purple Violet

Alpha. u Chapter Installed, Univ. of 1\ew 1Iex., June

16, 1920

ACTIVE ':dE11BERS
Katherine Shotwell
Viclet Jahn
Irene Wicklund

Atha Hamm
l\Iary Wocd
Hazel :dorris

PLEDGES
Dorothy Allard

Louise Darrow
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Kappa Kappa Gamma
Founded Monmouth College, Monmouth, Ill., Oct I3, I8lO

COLORS

FLOWER

Blue of the Sky and
Blue of the Sea

Fleur-d'-Lis

Gamma Beta Chapter Installed, Univ. of l\. M., April

ACTIVE
Wilma Snyder
Joy Spruce
Alexandria Vaughee
Lorena Burton
Loraine Cleaveland

2,

1917

!EMBERS
Helen MacArthur
Irene Fee
Belle Barton
Gail Beckman
Blanche Guley

PLEDGES
Ruth Dougherty

l\Iyrle Walker

pug c s i ;\. t )' - f i v e
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PhiMu
Founded Wesle~'all College, Jifacoll, Ga" j1Ifay -1-, 1852

COLORS

FLOWER

Rose and White

Enchantress Carnation

Xi Chapter installed Cni,', <.of :\e\\" :-'[ex"

Wenonah Dixon
Irene Da"is
:-'Iargaret Hardeman

~Ia~' I), 1911

Bett~'

:-'Iorrissette
Clarissa Parsons
Susan Tulh-

PLEDGES
Ruth Heflin
:-'Iadge Gibbs
Pepita Espinosa
Yera Jordan
Laura Cra\\'ford
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Alpha Delta
Established l: ni-:.'rrsil\' of

~'t'c{'

Jle.,ico March

COLORS

Gold and Nan'
ACTI\'E
T. B. ::minney
'Y. E. Stofer'
\T. T. Scoopmire
Elmer Bryan
Jee Burse~'
A. F. Brmyn
Frank Greenleaf
EmolT Colewell
R. B.' Cart\night
\\'.. \. Collins
John \Yhittier
C

S. H. GilliatT,

19'5

FLOWER

Violet
~JE~IBERS

C. D. Huffine
Scruggs
T. F. Bramlett
H. E. Brandeburv
Cecil Cooper
.
Frank Ogg
Joseph Eldcdt
Horace l\Ioore
Kenneth Wilkinson
T. H. Sharp
Fletcher. hort

J. K

PLEDGES
F. D. Reeye
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Pi Kappa Alpha
Founded at the University of T'irginia, March I, I868
COLORS

FLOWER

Garnet and Old Golt!

Lil ~'-of -the-\.alley

Bela Delta Chapter Installed Univ. of K r.lex., ~Iay 23, 19' 5
ACTI\'E

:\IE~IBERS

Louis Hesselden
George \Y. White
Leslie G. Boldt
Robert W. Hopewell
hal mel'S H. Bower
Douglas F. Howden
George C. Bernhardt
Edward W. Lighton
Clair A. Fetzer
Frank H. l\'eher
John E. i\Iyers
Charles C. Culpepper
\Yilliam J. Sganzini
J. Sterling Ward
A. Stuart i\IacArthur
Edward C. Robertson

:\Ierle R. \Yilliams
E\'erett :\1. Grantham
Walter W. Ward
John Pope Hayes
\'ernon B. Wilfley
George B. :\Iartin
Francis \\'. Turner
\\'illiam Roy
George C. Hite
Dale H. Snyder
Williaml\I. Hale
Lawrence E. Lovitt
Walter 1. Dow
Ralph E. !\Iiller
George W. Savage
PLEDGES

Fred C. Sganzini

Chester A. Dungan
Richard Coffman
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Sigma Chi
Founded Jliami Uni1'ersity, .V1iami, Fla., June 28, 1855
COLORS

FLOWER

Blue and Gold

White Rose

Beta Xi Chapter In tailed, t·ni\'. of

:\CTI\'E
D. 1. 1IcClure
H. H. Rooker
~. D . .\Ia\'ne
C. B. Foraker

O. B. Witten
V. A. ~liller
1. J. Gerphide
.\. W. 1'\ewcomer
R. S. Brooks

~. ~Iex., JI)16

~IE.\IBER.

G. S. Bryan
F. D. ~Iiller
W. T. Bacon
W. O. Berger
T. \'. Calkins
G. F. Fernstrcm
R. J. Albers
G. H. ~Iann
C. S. Caldwell

~Iax

Ferguson
R. D. \Yait
J. E. J. Harris
B. B. Hanger
Thos. Hughes
John Giomi
R. W. Angle
B. A. Bevans
B. F. Gerphide

PLEDGES
C. F. Pearce
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Phi Kappa Phi
HO:\ORARY

FR/.~TER:\ITY

Fou1lded at the University of Jiaine. 1897

J\ew

~lexico

Chapter installed Oct. 7, 1910

The membership of Phi Kappa Phi is limited to ten per cent
of the Senior Class chosen from the upper fourth averages, and
from any outsiders ,,-hom the members may see fit to elect.

OFFICERS
Dr. Hodgin
Professor BarnhartDr. Clark
Professor Landers
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P res ide nt
Secretary
Treas urer
Ii ice-President

r;================::::\\

~octet!'
Social activities on the hill for the entire year were sufficiently varied in form
and numerous in quantity to satiate the most ambitious of society's butterflies.
Ou I' program for the school year covers e\'ents for every available date, each
affair being worthy of mention for all are suggestive of joyful memories to the
participants. However, the impossibility of giving full credit to each deserving
affair necessitates the enumeration of only a fe", of the more prominent events.

Reception Given by President
and Mrs. David Spence l!ill
President and 1lrs. Hill ga\'e a most delightful reception for the Board of
Regents, the Faculty, and the Studcnt Bcdy, from eight to ten, Friday evening,
Octcber 1St, in Redey Hall. The hall· was beautifully arrangcd Iyith palms and
f1owcrs, and an orchestra played during the cntirc c\·ening.
In the recei\'ina- line \\'ere Prcsident and )'Irs. Hill, the regents and their
wiycs, and the deans and thcir \riycs. During thc e\'ening ;"lrs. ]. D. Clark artistically rendered se\'era! yiolin sc Ics. TI-c gucsts \\'ere sen'ed with ice cream and
cakc by the Domestic Science Department. and concluded their calls \\'ith dancing.

Phi Mu Dinner Dance
The Phi Mu fraternity stagcd thcir "Ninth Annual Rush" en Octobcr 2nd.
The first scene \\'as at the chaptcr house, \\·here thirty girls cnjoycd a four-course
dinncr. The house "'as a bc\rer of ro~e and ",hitc and thcfc cclors werc carried
out throughout the dinner and on daimy favors.
At nine o"clcck escorts called fer thc girls and thc scenc shifted to thc Country
Club. There, to the music of a "peppy" orchestra, the~' danced until midnight,
\\·hcn a t\\'o-course supper \yas scn'ed,

Kappa Kappa Gamma Rush Dance
An enjoyable dance of the season \\'as gi\'cn b~' thc Kappa Kappa Gamma
fraternity at the Country Club on October 6th. T!:e hall was tastefully decorated
in autumn colors.
A striking system for determining partncrs \ras onc of thc many attractive
features of the evening. A roulette wheel, with the men"s names on the wheel and
the women's names on the board, occasioned an effective method for the purpo e.
The part~· terminated with a delicious t\l"O-course luncheon.
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Alpha Delta Pi Pledge Dance
Fun-Ioying spooks and goblins as embJed in the "'omen's Club on the hazardous night of Octeber 30th. An appropriate color scheme of orange and black
emphasized the frightfulness of the skulls. black cats, and witches which were in
evidence. Animated pumpkins smiled and fr \\'ned from shado\\'ed corners. ,\11
who dared approach the eyil eye of a guarding witch \\'ere generously supplied
with stimulating refreshment in the form of apple cider dra\\'fi from a huge black
kettle. The assemblage was pronounced an unqualified success as all regretfully
and hilari usl:' departed.

Alph Chi Omega Rush Dance
The Alpha Chi Omega sororit:· closed their strenuous rushing season Oct ber
8th with a final rush party at the \\·omen's Club. The hall was attractively decorated with autumn yines intenl'oyen with colored lights and the fireplace was
banked with lea\'es of rich autumnal hues. The programs \\'ere in the form of
calendars and each month was represented by a dance, an appropriate featu re being
presented for each. For January the programs were given out; :'lay was characterized by :'lay baskets filled \I'ith candies for the girls; Irvin Swenker and Sue
Williams made a \\'edding couple for a Tern Thumb \I'edding in June; July was
livened by sparklers. Paper caps, yello\\' horn, serpentine and confetti were distributed for October. :'\O\'ember and December. Light refreshments \\'ere sen'ed
late in the eyening.

Hokona Girls Entertain
The boys of the dormitory were the guests of the girls of Hokona Saturday
evening, 1\'oyember 19th, at cne of the prettiest and most unusual of our uniyersity
dances. :'lany fayor dances Il'ere in ycgue, a cotillion being led by :'lrs. .:, L \'.
Wittmeyer. During the evening two ,\merican Flags fastened to the ceiling were
released and ballo ns of all colors came tumbling dO\\'l1 to be caught by the dancers.
An appetizing supper added to the success of the affair.

Pi Kappa Alpha Party
The l\lasunic Temple was the scene of cne of the happiest parties of the year
Saturday night, December 18th. Besides the regular dances, there were some clever
specialties. .'\ fter the fou rth regular dance. Francis Tu mer officiated at a Paul
Jones, \I'hich was follO\l'ed by a farce dancing ccntest. Later a confidential dance
was staged and \d:en the returns were read it \I'as found that about eight or ten
different girls wanted to dance with George .\lartin. Refreshments true to the
grandeur of Pi Kappa Alpha style haye not yet been forgotten.

Sigma Chi Christmas Dance
So that all those \\'ho left for the holiday yacation might have pleasant
memories of their last hours on the hill, the Sigs ga\'e a real Christmas party the
evening of December 23rd. The house \I'as decorated in Xmas red and oreen; a
large Christmas tree sparkled with tiny lights and decorations and on the mantels
of the t\l'O fireplace little trees tried to outshine the large one. Dancing was the
order of the eyening and was followed by a b~lffet lunch.
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Kappa Mu
The "kitchen mecl~anics" of the din:rg hc:11 lI"ere hests at a party Gn Februar)"
19th, Besides dancirg ap.d card playipg-, the Ile;rd art of "telling fortunes" was indulged in to furtl"er d"e \"ariety of the indoor ~ports. The predicted deaths of unknown relati\'es Iea\-irg imn~ense fortune:; arc I'et among the unrealized hopes of the
proposed beneficia ries.
Another ace pla)'ed b)' the hosts \Ias displayed in the originalit:" d the "eats"
lI'hich inclt.:ded regular banana splitz n' enrvthing.

Engineer's Dance
A successfl!! secial e\-ent of the \'car cccnrec! en .\larch 16th, lI'hen the Engineer entertained scme fifty couples in L!'c II"(;rd shop of the Practical .\lechanics
building. Tbe reem lI'as cleared of its l'sual fi.\tures and \I-as tastily decorated in
green, the engineering celors. 'fl'e prc~encc ef a "real jazz orchestra" accounted
for the excepticnally joyful crOllc! assembled.

Alpha Delta Dance
An Alpha Delta dance gil'en at the .\ lasonic Temple on April 2nd II'as the
climax of se\-eral previous affairs d the fraternit:·. The floor-the l\lasonic furnishes the be t to be hc:d; and the mUSiC-\'0U must add inspiration from the
extraordinary fair congregaticn to each of the eight-piece orchestra and multiply the
result by harmony to concei\"e of d'e effect. Refreshing punch in liberal quantities
cC'mpletcd tr.c rerfecticn ef the eHrt.

Junior-Senior Prom
With Lieutenant-Governor and ]\ Irs. W. H. Duckworth leading the grand
march, ar.d \vith the ballrecm floor thronged with formally clad figures of men in
black dress e\'ening clothes and ladies in brilliantly ga:' gOlms and dancing frocks,
the 1921 junior prcm lI'as held in the .\lasenic temple, April 16th. Forty-one
juniors did t1'eir best to make this c:rp.u:l function t1-:e mest successful and impressi\'e that has yet been given.
The class cclers of black and lI"hite \Iere draped e\"erywhere and furnished a
striking foil to tt.e figu res f the d a r:cel s. The ~ a ndstorm Jazz orchstra was amplified by additicnal musicians 2rd ;;11 elabnate supper was served which afforded
many surprises, The class hopes to mal'e this event a get-together social occasion
for tl:e class and residents of the city preper. fifteen prominent Albuquerqueans
and their \\"ives having been im"ited.
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CLOCDS
Wind
.\nd a turquoise sky;
High clouds
Scudding by
Combinin a , entwining.
Strange figures defining
On high.
~roulding

\Yeird creatures there.
Hobgoblins of the air
Rearing, then blearing
At last disappearingBut where?
,-"Blil1!«()."

•
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THE SA:\'D DEVIL
I am the sand-devil
Gray Goddess of the desertSwirling Ghost
Of' the alkali flats;
Whirling dervish of the
Sage-brush country;
Ghostly dancer
In the gray mesquite.
My delight is to torture travellers
Hurling the hot sands in their eyesSnickering aloud at their thirsty torture
Under the pitiless copper skies
When they wander, hither and yonder
Seeking the water they will not findHow I laugh at the sight of their agony
And burn their lips with the scorching wind.
Then I blind them with burning sand
And sear their eyes with the heat of hellLead them into the thorny brush,
And laugh at their wild, despairing yell
Pierced and crucified by cactus,
Torn and ript with the cruel mesquiteDie, you fool, who dared to wander
To the sand-devil's own retreat.

Come, coyotes, whelps of the desert,
Lean gray dogs that sneak along;
Hasten now to your ghoulish banquet,
Celebrate with your hideous song.
Come you buzzards, hitherward flying.
Grim black scavengers of death,
Anticipate your feast of man flesh ;
Come with your fetid, putrid breath.

I am the sand-devil
Gray Goddess of the desertSwirling Ghost
Of the alkali flats; •
Whirling dervish of the
Sage-brush country;
Ghostly dancer
In the gray mesquite.
--Thos. V. Calkins.
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THE SHEEPHERDER
Through the dreary hills,
\Vhere the rough winds sweep;
Out on the plains
I earn my keep:"le and a dog
And a bunch of sheep.
I take my life
As it comes' to mc
:"ly days di\'ided
Equall~'I talk to m\'• doO"0
For company;
And late at night
\rhen the fire i out,
I knO\\' no thing
To fear or doubtThere's a thousand things
To think about.
And nO\\' and then
:"1y thouO'hts are deepBut most of all
I think of sheep
l'ntil I doze
,\nd go to sleep.
-"Blanco."
A DR. JEKYLL AA'D ?\IR. HYDE POE~[

..

When I drink
1\1)' spirits straight
I simpl~' can't
Perambulate

at Nature's spring
rise up and sing
\\'ithout a thrill
o'er dale and hill.

And when I pass
The birdies swect
I smile and raise
:"1~' little feet

upon my way
the)' pipe their lar
the daisies white
havc presscd from sight,
-Ed. If orgall,
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SPRI?\'G POEM
(Walt

~rason

was never guilty of a spring poem, so no apologies are due him.)

Lectures are an awful bore, these first warm days of spring and classes are a
monstrous chore, no pleasure do they bring. ~Iy great desire is just to sleep and
snore like anything. Homer is a false alarm and physics has aone dry; ~Iath.
has lost its subtle charm -Damn JRtxII; I'd like to chuck the whole durn thing,
and to the green fields hie. The scissors-grinder's tuneful note floats in upon the
breeze; I long to shed my hat and coat and sleep among the trees; but profs. care
not what I desire-they're free from this disease. I sit and wish for Heaven's sake
I'd hear the class bell chime. It's labor just to keep awake and finish this punk
rime. r.ly waking hours are all beset with thoughts of sleep sublime. I wake up
from a blissful nap and meet the prof's. cold stare. He points a spot out on the
map and asks me what is there. It is a foolish question, 'cause he knows and I
don't care. If he'd just be considerate and not make so much noise, he wouldn't
rouse my enmity and rob life of its joys. But he is a hard-hearted bird-he's glad
that he annoys. I get upon my knees each day and say a little prayer for time to
hurry on its waY,-to fugit as it were. This is a sleepy time of year,-Spring
Fever's in the air.
G. B. r.I.-'2J.
I said "Thy smiling eyes are brown"They seemed to frown
I said "Thy pouting lips are red"She tossed her head
I said "Thy brow is sweet, serene"Her smile was lean!
So now I do not laud her grace
Nor praise her face
And though she's dull in every bit
I praise her wit!
And ho! what glances now are mine.
It's quite divine!
It's quite divine!
-"Pitfall and Gin."
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FOR SALLY
Sally would not say "Hello",
Strange I thought it was
So I asked her why, she said
"Oh, just because."
Sally looked my way and frowned,
As she often does.
"Come," I said, "Sweet Sally, why:""Oh, just because."
"Oh, just because!" that's all she says
Sighs and then withdraws,
Yet I love her way because
Well, just because.
-"Pitfall alld Gin."
WANDERLUST
I wonder and I wander
Through a world of wondrous scenes;
And I wonder, as I wander
What the whole thing means;
And the more I choose to wander\Vhy! the more I'm forced to wonder
What in thunder makes me wonder
When I wander:
I wonder:
-"Blanro."
ATALANTA
Atalanta, of Boetia
Was a very sprightly maiden,
Not a darn bit hard to look at
\Vhen she chose to go in wad in',
Quite a swift one too, they tell us
There was never maiden faster;
Yet they say she wasn't speedy,
Though we wouldn't put it past her,
When the reason often given
F or her provvess as a racer
Is that she was always willing
For a handsome brute to chase her,
And,-contrary to the custom
Of most ladies of her stationIt was up to her to ramble to
Preserve her reputation.
-"Blanco."
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SPRINGTIME
Lass, do you remember all the wonder of that springtime,
That distant May and June time
In a place that's far away:
That place where sorrow never came
And all our hours ,,,ere gay:
Lass, do you remember all the trails \\"e roamed together,
In rain or sunnv weather
Swinging through the tangled brush:
Swinging with our hearts aflame
In the glimmering twilight's hush:
Lass, do you remember all the moons we watched together,Slim, pale crescents high above
Sullen discs of orange red,Symbols of a beauty pen nor brush could ever capture,
Floating in unclouded skies
Not seen now love has fled:
Lass, do you remember, do you never, dreaming, long for
Some magic key to ope the door
And bring us back again
To that springtime, and the old trails,
And the silver moons and golden,To the dear ways of the old days
\Ve scarce could value then:
-George L. Skeel.
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STRAY GREEKS

20.
21.

22.

24.

25.
1.
2.

8.
9.

11.

12.
22.

23.
30.

SEPTH,IIBER
Registration-Freshmen frantic because they can't take more than fifteen
hours. Rushing! ! ! !
Professors and students get acq uainted a la class.
Reception to new students-They were so impressed with the floor in Rodey
Hall.
Pan-Hellenic tea to women students.
OCTOBER
Alpha Delta Pi dinner-and annual reception of the President to students
and faculty.
Football-U. K ~1. \'s. ):. :-.r. School of :-'Iines-~e\V students get a good
lineup on the football heroes.
Phi ~ru annual rush dance.
Kappa Kappa Gamma rush dance.
Football U. N. :-'1. vs. Colo. College at Colo. Springs-C. C. had good luckthat's all.
Alpha Chi Omega rush dance.
Bid day-Sure we know who'd go who-chorus the masculine element of the
campus.
Heroes return from C. C. Bevo pulls big sympathy.
Pi Kappa Alpha dance at the country club. Bill Hale entertains with his
famous jig.
Football U. N. :N1. Hooligan team vs. Indian School. Signals snappy or rather
dopey.
Alpha Delta Pi pledge dance.
Football U. N. 11. vs. Fort Bliss Officers team. Remember the mud? Ye:t.
verily.
~OVE:-'IBER

2.

3.
11.

12.

13.
19.

Iational Election Day-Betting \\'as the order of the dar. Rumors of much
fudge lost,
Football U. N. ~1. vs. Texas School of l\Iines.
Students jazz at Rodey.
Armistice Dar-Parade-Football, C. ):. :-'1. \·s. ):. :\1. :-'1. L-.-\nother Roder
dance.
Alpha Delta Dance in honor of Alpha Delta Pi.
Hokona pulls informal hop.
Kappa Kappa Gamma Pledge Dance.
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20.
22.

25.
27.
4·

I I.

17.
18.
23.

I.

8.
9.
14.
16.
23.
29.
1.

2.

6.
II.

12.
20.
22.

26.
28.
I.

4.
5.
6.

Football U. N. M. vs. Uni. of Arizona at Tucson. Several casualties among
our men.
Dramatic Club presents two playlets for visiting teachers. Rodey crowded
as never on Fridays at I I a. m.
Thanksgiving Day Holiday-Football U. ~. M. \'S. Aggies at El Paso. Did
you hear about the joke Blanco and others pulled at Juarez?
Sigma Chi Pledge Dance.
DECEMBER
Fair Co-eds match strength-Freshmen win-Just wait until a year of college
life saps their strength. Boys of the two classes rage bloody battle-decision
officially-Tie-Private opinions differ.
Alpha Chi Omega Pledge Dance.
Intersorority Dance for Football men. Leap Year stuff pulled to perfectionco-eds get a taste of what the peor men suffer (? ? ? ?
University Christmas party at Rodey. And did everyone receive the little
Raspberry: I'll say they did.
Pi Kappa Alpha Pledge Dance.
Sigma Chi pull first carefree hop of vacation.
Vacation-Students adjourn to College Inn.

n

JANUARY
Sigma Chis start New Year right with a House Dance.
Phi Mu Pledge Dance.
Alpha Delta at Home.
Engineers' Banquet.
Alpha Chi Omega at Home.
Final Exams. Student sentiment condensed-Cram-Exam-Damn!
Sigma Chis throw dance to the tune of the Sandstorm Jazz.
FEBRUARY
Registration for the second semester. Freshmen frantic because they must
take at least 15 hours.
]\vIary and Tubby start season by announcing their engagement-followed a
few days later by Helen and Monk-It's started!
Sigma Chi Open House. Hughie does big business in rescuing lemons and
washing them for re-use.
Hokona dances in honor of its Basket Ball team. Valentine scheme carried
out very cleverly.
Alpha Delta Pi Armenian Relief Dance.
Pi Kappa Alpha Open House.
Washington's Birthday Holiday-And \I'e all sped mountainward.
Sophomore Dance.
Bid Day. Six new pledges proudly wear ribbons.
MARCH
Pi Kappa Alpha Founder's Day Banquet.
Phi Mu Founder's Day Banquet.
Sigma Chi Costume Ball.
Pi Kappa Alpha at Home to Hokona, Alpha Delta Pi and Kappa Kapra
Gamma.
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12.

17.
18.
22.

I.

2.

3·

+.
5·
8.

9·
10.
II.
12.

IS·
16.

17·
22.

23·
24·
2).

30 .
I.

6.

7·
20.
21.

28.
29·

3°·
31.
1.

2.

3·

4·

Miss IVlosher gives dance for Alpha Chi Omega-:vlasculine element furnished
by Sigma Chi.
Tug of war-Engineers \'s. A. P. S. former win. Dean Ayre and Dean
Mitchell also "tug." Nell steps out with Bill's pin.
Engineers stage a dance in honor of St. Patrick.
Alpha Delta nnual Banquet.
APRIL
Alpha Delta Annual Ball.
.Tree planting by Senior Class.
Santa Fe players present "Grump)'."
Hokona at Home. At present writing all articles-Ahem-have been returned.
Tubby and l\lary tie up at Carlsbad. Samson and Belle at Belen. A good day
for the tieing profession.
Kappa Kappa Gamma Installation Banquet.
~liss :--losher gives dance for Kappa Kappa Gamma, assisted by the Pi Kappa
Alpha.
Freshmen try to put on a dance-succeed-But why all the incense, little ones?
Pi Kappa Alpha at home to l\lothers and Sisters.
Debate-Uni. of California \'S. U. ?'oJ. :--1.
And we tried to entertain the debaters! ! !
Phi l\lu Dance for Alumnae.
Varsity Track leet.
.
.
Annual Junior Prom. Some of 'em looked like collar ads, some like misplaced
waiters.
Pi Kappa Alpha at Home to Alpha Delta.
Sigma Chi Annual Banquet.
Pi Kappa Alpha Dance.
1 ews that Pepita and Bill try the matrimonial stuff.
Pi Kappa Alpha at Home to Sigma Chi.
Sigma Chi Smoker for Faculty :--len.

l\IAY
Swimming pool springs into society-very popular.
Installation of new Student Bcdy Officers.
Miss Mosher gives Dance to Alpha Delta Pi
Kappa Kappa Gamma Dance.
Phi l\Iu Dance.
Picnic for Varsity Girls.
Concert by l\Iusic Department.
Baccalaureate Service.
Sigma Chi Picnic.
Senior Dinner.
JU1'-:E
final Exams-Repent all ye sluggards for ye idle hours and campusology..
Sigma Chi Post Mortem.
Honor Dar Exercises.
Commencement.
Receptions at Fraternity Houses.
Board of Regents Reception.
Pi Kappa Alpha Dinner Dance.
Alpha Chi Omega Annual Banquet and Dance.
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STRAIGHT ORDERS.
sen, 1 \\'ant you to lca\'e \\·hi key entirely alone \\'hile you are at

Dad: "~Iy
college.
Son: "Yes, father, I'll ne\'er mix it \\'ith anything."

"Haye you heard that the sororit~, girls are not \rearing their pin at dances any
more?"
"~o, why?"
"Because they ha\'e no place to pin them."
Helen J., throwing the shot.
Louie G. "Gee, you ha\'e good form."
Bish: "Eyery night 1 see black and white pots
shall 1 do for them, Doctor?"
Doctor: "Quit shaking dice."

In

front of my eyes.

What

I CHEMISTRY L.1BORATORY.
Brandyberry: "This match won't light."
~lary Lou:
"That's funny, it lit all right a minute ago."
Dean i\litchell: "Can anyone tell me who Cicero was?"
Entire Class: "He was ;;lutt's youngest son."
Fro h (after attending hygiene lecture): "Some terrible things can be caught
by kissing."
Second Co-ed: "1' es, just look at the poor fish my sister caught."

AN OBSOLETE fOA'E.
Officer: "1 caught this woman stealing in a department store."
Judge: "Petty larceny."
Officer: " TO. Petticoat."
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He: "Where did you do most of your skating \rhen you were learning:"
She: "Oh! You naughty thing!"
"I see the girls are still up," she said as she reached the Sororit:-" House.
"Well, Good-night- -etc. - - - . "
Ten minutes later sl:e slipped en l:er extra hair net and \\'ent in.
Th-::y sat on the steps at midnight,
But her love was not to his taste,
His reach was thirty-six inches
While she had a forty-six waist.
Brooks: "Hey, lonk, what's that bump on your head:"
l'.Ionk: "That's where a thought struck ~e."
Senior: "Did you ever take chloroform:"
Soph: "0:0. who teaches it:"
:.\liss :.\ losher: "Bill Roy, \\"hat are :-"OU doing:"
Bill R.: ":\othing."
1'.1iss 1'.10sher: "And you. Dale S.. \\·jlat are ~"ou doing:"
Dale S.: ."Helping Bill."

CARD OF THANKS.
The Flunks take this means of thanking all for kindness and
them during their recent berea\"ement.

s:-"mpath~'

shO\\"n

Prof. Barnhardt: "What is a real number:"
Student: "One that isn't counterfeit."
. . . . . . .. looks worried. dcesn't he :"
"Yes, he's bOITo,,"ed trouble."
"About what:"
"Oh, he's fretting about the number of explanations he must make to his clad
about flunked examinations."

IMAGINE
"Fat" Roy on horseback.
Blanco as a choir boy.
"Brooksie" dressed up.
Bill B. in a gym suit.
Flossy 1'.1. \\"ithout a smile.
Walter B. punching cows.
The coach in a baby carriage.
Johnnie F. weighing 248 pounds.
Blondy with red hair.
Ibarra without his cane.
Dean 1'.1itchell jerking soda.
Prof. Feasel giving grades above a "D."
Frank Ogg flirting.
1'.10nk without Helen.
pase ninety-four

AT ANY SORORITY HOUSE.
First Girl: "Now, my dear, you must have 'chow' with me before going ashore."
Second Girl: "I can't, dear, as 1 must go home and swat the deck, and then
swing my hammock, so Pyre down."
Prof. - - - - (getting in late.)
Mrs. - - - - : "This is disgraceful, it is enough to make me divorce you."
Prof.
: "Don't trouble m' dear; jush lesh have an' armistice tonite and
I'll abdicate tomorrow."
Bill Bacon: "Will you promise to marry me:"
Nell Hess: "No, but I'd like to have an option on you until the end of school."
l\d\'ertisemcnt: "Any sorority wishing to arrange for a wrestling match wid!
the Alpha Chi's squad of grapplers please call Dot's business manager."
Once a Freshman'was cast on an African shore,
Where cannibal monarchs held sway,
And they served up that Freshman on slices of toast,
On the eve of the very same day.
But the vengeance of hea\'en followed swift on tbe act,
And before the next morning was seen,
By cholera morbus that tribe was attacked,
For the Freshman was terribly green.
Professor Weese, in Zoology: "l\'ame a thing of importance
another which did not exist a thousand years ago."
l\leek Freshman, in the front row: "You, sir."

In

one form or

Overseas man (just returned) : "Bill, when 1 told her that I had killed a German
with one hand, she grabbed it and kissed it."
Bill: "Why didn't you tell her you bit the fellow to death?"
"I met Skinny coming out of the bank just now."
"Depositing money, 1 suppose?"
"No, he'd just been in to fill his fountain pen."

RULES IN SIGMA CHI HOUSE
1.
If possible, the knife should never be put in the mouth at all, but if it IS
neces ary, let the edge be turned outward.
2.
The teeth should be picked as little as possible and never with a fork.
3. When napkins are provided they are to be unfolded and laid on the knees.
se the napkin to wipe the mouth or fingers, ne\'er as a handkerchief or to mop the
brow.
4. Never lean back in your chair so far that there is danger of falling backward.
5. Try to avoid swearing when company is around. If it is necessary, put a
nickel in the bank, which is on the center of the table.
6.
Jever ask the company if they care for a second, for we are cutting down
house bills.
A hearty cl)-operation is desired.
(Signed) Committee on l\Ianners.
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""'hat's that on the radiator of Fritz's Ford:"
"Crepe, the engine's dead,"
l\Iiss Simpson, in Home Economics: "Ha,'e you all thumb tacks:"
Helen Ie: "No, but I have some finger nails."
Lukken (at l\Ien's Glee Club): "Calkins, 'I"h,' don't ''au comc
to:"
. Calkins: "I can't; I've lost the key."

III

\I'hen I tell

YOU

Florence 0: "You d riye awfully fast, don't you:"
Johnny G: "Yes, I hit seventy yesterday."
Florence: "Did you kill any of them :"
Co-ed:

"Why is Be"o so fond of tennis ,,,
"\Vell, you see. he usually plays a

10Ye

game."

Geo. l\Iartin: "I \I'ear nothing bu t Hart, ~chaffner and :'I Ia rx clothes."
Bill Hale: "Don't kno\l' 'em. I \I'ear Fritz's. Shorty's, and DO\l"s, and if I can't
find theirs, I \I'ear yours."
Johnny F.: "Khat's going to keep me from kissing you:"
Ruth: ":'IIy Goodness."
Some helpful hints on hO\l' to ,\'ork your way through college:
"Gimme a cigarette."
"Lend me five."
"Got any change: All I got is a bill."
"Lend me a hunk of paper. I left my note book home."
"So long fell O\\"S , I gotta be going along."
"Yeh, I ah\'ays did eat fast."
"Charge it."
---Dreamy: "Her face is qucenl~' and her mouth is the mouth of a princess."
Froth: "Yes, eyen her teeth are crowned."
Skinny: "Say, Prof., how long can I li,'c without brains:"
Prof.: '·\Vell. that remains to be seen."
Student:
Lukken:
Student:
Lukken:
• tudent:

"Hev, Lukken!"
"Yes, what?"
"Can \"ou CarlT a tune:"
"Wh< certainf,·, I can carr\" a tune."
"\Vell. carr~' th'at one you a're sin!?ing out to the campus and
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As Business Manager of this Year Book I feel it my
duty to call the attention of the students to the splendid
support given us by the business men whose advertisements follow. Producing this MIRAGE in a time of
depression, when the business men of the country are
greatly reducing their advertising, this causes us to be
doubly appreciative of their splendid support.
Now there is a real way to repay our advertisers, and
secure their renewals for next year; and that way is to
PATRON IZE them whenever possible, and BOOST for
them in every conceivable manner.

If some of our supporters were not so modest and
would lend their consent, we would be glad to make personal acknowledgment to them for the splendid, loyal and
material manner in which they have aided us. They
furnish excellent examples of the kind of REAL BOOSTERS for our Alma Mater, that we hope every graduating
student will become as he enters the ranks of our Alumni.
CHARLES S. CALDWELL,
Business Manager.
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This store has won and now holds its position as
New Mexico's principal athletic equipment house,
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Silk Stockings are almost a
necessity to the woman who
would be well dressed. Remember. also. that while
there are all kinds of silk.
. Gordon Hosiery
t Ilat used It1
is of the very best quality.
pure dye, strong and durable.
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Prof. Hessler: "Mr. White, are you sure that this theme is purely original?"
Blanco: "Yes, sir, but you may come across some of the words in the dictionary."
Prof. eoan: "How did you take such a severe cold, Benny?"
Benny: "Too much outside reading."
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t]JAn exchange of photographs of Varsity
days will bring up pleasant memories dur~
ing a life time. Let us make them.

THE MILNERS
The Walton Studio

318 1-2 N. Central

I see by the following clipping from the ::'dorning Journal that the P. K. A.'s
pulled a party last night.
The clipping: ~Ir. Jones, of - - - - Central Avenue, had his entire flock of
chickens stolen last night - - - - - - ..
Dr. Rockwood, in Physics Class: "Booker, you may recite."
Booker, waking up: "Yes, sir."
Dr. Rockwood: "What is work~"
Booker: "Everything is work."
Dr. Rockwood: "What! Everything is ,,"ark:"
Booker : "Yeah."
Dr. Rockwood: "In other words, you mean that this chair is \\"ork."
Booker: "Yes, sir, wood-work."
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A Kappa: "What's your new dog's name:"
A Sig: "Ginger."
Kappa: "Does Ginger bite?"
Sig: "No, Ginger snaps."
"Does she dress well?"
"I don't know, J never watched her."
Dean \Vaite: "I can't get my locker shut."
Coach: "Take your shoes out."
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Send That Co-ed a Nice Box of Our
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ERNEST R. SMITH, Prop.
Phone 298
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Music Co.
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Dealers in high class Musical
1IIerchandi e of all kinds.
::
Our service is at the disposal ot ::
Yarsity Students.
A II we ask is a trial.
~
221 West Central Ave.
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The Book Emporium
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We furnish 'any kind of book obtainable through the trade-at publisher's price
and remember our slogan
"Your )Ioney Back 11 You "'ant It"
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~I Strong's Book Store ~
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We operate a first class line of ~
Service Cars that are always at I"
:
your service.
[gJ
Your wants are our f:rst con- [}II
sideration.
It
Weare here to please.
:
Packard and Twin Sixes, Hudson 1m
Super Sixes, Open and Closed Cars IltJ
~

176 TAXI COMPANY
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~ Our Stylish Footwear ~1
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tor :lIen. "'olnen and Children was
nel"f'r so beautiful and (laint)' as it is
this season.
Xo nu..tter whether ,Ton wa.nt sonl&thin{r fur dress, for the street, lor the
dance or an outing, we can SUPI)I~'
it in the correct style and size, of best
quality and at such ft· close )lrice as )'on
will be pleased to ]lay.
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314 West Central Ave.
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C. MAY'S SHOE STORE
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Ringling Bros. Cigar
Store

n

Successors to

[;

WHOLESALE and RETAIL
CIGARS and TOBACCO
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We Feature
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Singer Cigar Co.
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Say Fellows:
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Try us on cleaning and pressing.
We can make that old hat look
like new.
\Ve solicit and appreciate the
trade of Varsity Students.
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Albuquerque Hat Works
R. E. WEST, Prop.
"Just behind the White Elephant"
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Always Associate
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with Diamonds
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FRANK MINDLIN COMPANY [;
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Jewelers-Diamond Merchants
"What We Say It Is, It Is"
~
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Conscientiously caters to the wants and needs of those desiring high
grade merchandi ·e.
The Golden Rule tore lives up to its name.
We appreciate the patronage of State niversity Students.
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Prompt Service On Baggage
Transfer
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L. F. MALONE
[;;] Phone 158
411 N. Central
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1:1 Packard, Chalmers and Buick Cars ~J
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THE GOLDEN RULE STORE
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We handle all the best
IMPORTED
PERFUMES and POWDERS
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It's Adv,ertised-We Have It
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Briggs Pharmacy ~]

1;;1 Phones 23 or 25
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COATS, SUITS, DRESSES,
MILLINERY and SHOES
for LADIES EXCLUSIVELY
Always the Latest in Styles
The Lowest in Pric1e
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518 W. Central
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rhe Last Store On Main Street
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The Mutual Life
Insurance Co.
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of New York
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OLDEST IN AMERICA
BEST IN THE WORLD
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H. COONS, Manager
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For New Mexico and Arizona
~
I!!J Southeast Corner Second and Gold
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Albuquerque, New Mexico
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~ The State University ~:
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of New Mexico
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DAVID S. HILL, Ph. D., LL. D., President

;1

Thirtieth academic session begins September 14, 1921
Faculty llas been strengthened.
Two new buildings ha\'e been erected.
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Colleges and Departments

f;;I

The College of Liberal Arts:
Four-year courses leading to the degl'ee of Bachelor of Arts.
Lynn B. Mitchell, Ph. D., Dean.
The College of Engineering:
Four-year COUl'fies leading to the degrce of Bachelor of Science in
Bngineering. Thomas T. Eyre, B. S. in 1\1. K, Acting Dean.
The Graduate School
Graduate courses leading to the degree of Master of Arts. John
D. Clark, Ph. D., Dean.
The Department of Hygiene:
Supported in co-operation with th~ Federal Government and the
State Department of Health. ] nl'itl'llction ill hygiene, physical train•
lIlg,
research. The State Heal th La b oratory for f ree examination
of bacteriological specimens is open to the citizel1f; of the state.
No Preparatory Department:
'1'he State University makes no provision fOl: pl'eparatory work,
which is left to the aCel'edited high schools of the state.
R'esidential Halls:
Accommodations are limited. Prospective students should apply
immediately for reservations.
For catalogue and infol'l1lation,
address :
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R. H. KIRK

~~

REGISTRAR AND EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
STATE UNIVERSITY
ALBUQUERQUE,N.M.
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K PPENHEIMER CLOTHES
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STETSOX HAT
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MALLORY HATS

E. L. Washburn Co.
ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE CLOTHIERS
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WALK-OVER SHOES
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BATES-STREET SHIRTS
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STEIN BLOCH CLOTHES
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S'l'ETSON SHOES
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LEWIS UNDERWEAR
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The Modern Business College
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Offers high grade Courses in ShOl·thand, Bookkeeping and General
~
Commercial lines, for the moderate tuition of ten dollars a month.
l:l
t~11
Yarsit:" Students a rc urged to take adyantage of this opportunity.
~
DAY and EYEXI~G CLASSES
"Let's talk it over"
518 Y; West Central
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Storage Battery

Service Station
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Conscientiously seeks to meet
1111 the needs of those desil'ing Bat·
~
l~l tery Service.
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We featmc the famous USL
Storage Batter:", famous for
its long life.

F. H. Scheck, Prop.
Phone 344
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': Varsity Fellows
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106 \\ . Central
106 S. Second
214% 'vV. Central
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"Our fiJ'st object is to please"
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We own and opeJ'ate th rec
hig-h class 'ronsorial Parlars. The STURGIS, the
WHJ'l'E ELEPHANT, and
the DeLUXE.
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405 West Copper
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Proprietors
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The Hoover lifts the rug Irom the floor-.
like this - flutters it upon a cushion
01 air, gently" beat.' out it. emhedded grit, and .0 prolong. it. lif..

beats
as it sweeps
as it suction cleans
as it straightens nap
as it revives colors
as it prolongs rug life
We will demonstrate the difference between a
Hoovpr and a "vacuum cleaner." Terms if desired

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Co.
r
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LIFE

INSURANCE
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11!1 An agency of, service to humanity offel-;ng to the university trained man an ~

~ vpportunity to' engage in a line of business which will, at once, put to practical use

his advanced training and lead him to early financi-al success

Ill]
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TJ:lE PACIFIC MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
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~ SOUTHWEST AGENCY
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A. E. BRUCE, Asst. General Agerut ~
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Albuquerque, New Mexico
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"Valve-in-Head means Buick"
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PARTS AND SERVICE RIGHT NOW
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McCollough Buick Co.

~
Fifth nllc1 iO olc1
Albuquel'que, X :i\l.
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GOOD HOUSEWIVES
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When Ordering Eatables Insist On-
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Ilfeld
Ilfeld
Ilfeld
Ilfeld
Boss

~
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President Teas
President Spices
President Extracts
President Peanut Butter
Patent Flour

~
~
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~

Fort Stanwix Canned Vegetables
Del Monte Canned Fruits and Preserves
Van Camp's Pork and Beans
-AT ALL FIRST CLASS GROCERS

Charles Ilfeld Company

Ii]

Distributors

!

Largest Wholesalers in the Southwest
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Butt's Drug Store
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THE REXALL STORE
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We Carry a Full Line of
Perfume and Toilet Articles
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Can dy
Stationery
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Corner First and Central
Phone 63 and 65
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THE CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK
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Comer Thil'll and Central
"THE PEOPLE'S BANK"
THE :MANAGEMENT
of thc l\Iirage takes this means of yoieing its sincel'e nppr'c,ciatioll
of the free and liberfll financial aid this bflnk gave us in lllfikilLg
possible this issue of the 20-21 ~\Iil'nge,
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THE CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK
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Hair Dressing

Manicuring

I~

MARINELLO SHOP

:n

ELECTROLYSIS
Removal of Warts, Moles and Superfluous Hair
Hair Goods-Hair Dyeing
Combings Made into Switches and Curls
CHIROPODY
Foot Treatment 'Without Pain
M. PEDEN, Proprietress
104 W. Central
Phone 441
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The College Inn

;
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UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
II
II

CATERSTo the University patronage of those desiring SERVICE
and QUALITY in High Class Confections.

Eats, Sweets, Drinks, Cigars
Dancing Balcony, Especially Equipped for Private Parties.

~J

Our Lunch Service is the Best Obtainable

II

We heartily appreciate the trade of Varsity Students.
Make our place your Headquarters.
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WE ARE HERE TO PLEASE
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THE COLLEGE INN
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The Sweetland of Albuquerque
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Corner Second and Central
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PIONEER BAKERY
S.
Our Motto:

~.

BAlililKG, Prop.
Purity, Quality, CleanlinesR-

Fancy and Wedding Cakes Our Specialty
207 S. First treet
Phone 155
Albuquerque, N. M.
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For eveey season and for every occasion in
college life,

I
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HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES

will be found best to fulfil the demands of
style, comfort and wearing qualities.
Cheap enough at the start;
Cheapest in the long run.
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Rosenwald's Men's Shop
Headquarters of the well-dressed man who
seeks economy.

one h1lndred eighteen
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C. M. BARB R
,~
Btlilc1er of Small Cozy Homes ~J
,'3,000 to $4,500
;;
$500 to $] ,000 Dowl1BalanC'e Like Rent
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Phone 999
Office 115 S. 2nd.
Oestreich Bldg.
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Corner 6th & Gold
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Phone 453
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EMPIRE CLEANERS
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DYERS and HATTERS
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RUGS RE OVATED

,

Albuquerque

~

New Mexico
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THE STUDENTS VARSITY SHOP
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Take this means of expressing our appreciation of your patronage~and
pledge you the same conscientious service in an enlarged way next Year.
We will open early next year with a big line of supplies.

~

ARTHUR F. BROWN '23 & FRANK GREENLEAF '22, Props.
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THE MANAGEMENT OF
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Albuquerque
A Nlllion wide Institution sef\'ing millions of people, slwes for them through
its economic methods.
I.-Because of buying )ar~ely from manufacturer' it saves middlemen's profits.'
2.-Because we sell for ('ash only ('liminating the loss from bad accounts and
for colll'ction expl'nses.
\Ye solicit ~'onr patronage, believing we can and do /-\,"'e you more for your
money. \Ye are now showing new lJ1ert'llaudi~p, Ilew dry ~oods, new rPfldy-to-wenr
appllrl'J, Ilew shoe~, nl'w clothing and new novelties, all at ""Jnl'Y Sll\'jng prices.
\Ve invite compllrison. It is tbe true test of Ylllue.
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Albuquerque's
FINEST
Theatre

Pastl-me
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AL W AYS
Worth
While
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Appreciate Your Patronage

~

~u
FEATURING

I

Famous star Douglas Fairbanks,' Mary Pickford, D. W.
Griffith, William Farnum, Clara Kimball Young, Tom Mix,
Buck Jones, Louise Lovely, Elaine Hammerstein, Harold
Lloyd, Clyde Cooke, Elaine Percy, Owen Moore, Conway
Tearle.
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"If it is a Super Production, the PASTIME will show it."
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Albuquerque,

Jew Mexico

CAPl'fAL AND SURPLUS $600,000.00

Appreciates the Patronage of Varsity Students. Small accounts receive the same careful consideration as do those
of larger denomination.
Service with Courtesy is our first consideration. Our compl'ete equipment affords every convenience for prompt and
accurate transaction of any financial business.
Fifty dollars opens a Checking Account, one dollar a Sav01
ings Account on which you receive 4 /0 plus Absolute Safety.
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WE ARE AT YOUR SERVICE
.
MAKE OUR BANK YOUR BANK
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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Corner Second and Gold
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one hU'ndred twenty
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THE BLUE BIRD T-ROOM
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Caters to those fa tidious people desiring High CIa s Entertainment
and Service.
Albuquerque has long needed such an institution. We are hereIt your move.
Parties and Organizations given SpC('ia1 Attention.
Val' 'ity patronage appreciated.
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An Institution with a
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Reputation that we are endeavoring to maintain
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PHONE 177
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Appreciates Varsity Patronage

ROYAL CLEANERS
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Under new management of
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Mrs. L. M. Hagans
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Phone 419-W
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The Stitch in Time Shop l:]i;;J l:J

420 West Gold
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We solicit the patronage of Students of the State University.
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ERVICE- ATI 'FACTIO)l--COURTESY
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THE EXCELSIOR
THE SOFT WATER LAUNDRY
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SAY IT WITH FLOWERS
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For years we have served those
wishing t.he best in the Florist:;> ~I
f~
line.
=]
Our cut flowers will please.
Varsity Patronag(l; Appreciated.
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BYRO~

H. IVES

Florist
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one hundred twenty-one
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"Let's Go Varsity"
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Patronize Our Advertisers
II

one hundred twenty-two
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Date Due
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